VIDEO LINKS

**Georgia Wolf Trap Early Learning through the Arts**
PNC has been a long-time supporter of the Alliance’s early childhood programming, including Georgia Wolf Trap. In this video, PNC staff, Alliance staff, educators, and teaching artists talk about the impact of Georgia Wolf Trap on our community’s children.

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4DqoIHL9mg](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4DqoIHL9mg)
(00:03:43)

**Alliance Theatre Institute**
A short video giving an overview of the Institute and showing work samples.
[https://vimeo.com/159840405](https://vimeo.com/159840405)
(00:03:24)

**Alliance Education Department Overview**
This video provides an overview of the impact of the Alliance Theatre’s education programs, which include the Alliance Arts for Learning Institute, Palefsky Collision Project, Kathy & Ken Bernhardt Theatre for the Very Young, Teen Ensemble, and the Alliance Acting Program.
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKRY9x5gK_4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKRY9x5gK_4)
(00:02:24)